Tall building can vibrate in both the directions of Along wind and Across wind caused by the flow of wind. Modern Tall buildings designed to satisfy lateral drift requirements, still may oscillate excessively during wind storm. These oscillations can cause some threats to the tall building as buildings with more and more height becomes more vulnerable to oscillate at high speed winds. Sometimes these oscillations may even cause discomfort to the occupants even if it is not in a threatening position for the structural damage. So an accurate assessment of building motion is an essential prerequisite for serviceability. The wind response on tall buildings is generally estimated either through wind tunnel testing or using analytical approach as mentioned in IS875-1987, Part-3. However, both these methods are very cumbersome and time consuming. Therefore, in this paper an attempt has been made to estimate the wind response on tall buildings using Genetic Programming in the along wind direction for Long After Body and Short After Body. The database has been developed using the analytical approach as given in IS875-1987, Part-3. The building height, plan dimensions, design wind speed, gust factor and base moment have been used as the parameters for the development of the equations. The Gust Factor and Base Moment thus obtained from Genetic Programming have been thus compared with the analytical values.
Introduction
A structure that, because of its height, is affected by lateral forces due to wind to the extent that the forces constitute an important element in structural design is known as highrise or tall building. Tall buildings are flexible structures which tend to oscillate due to dynamic effects of wind. The wind on earth's surface is turbulent in nature that gives rise to randomly varying wind pressures about a certain value associated with the mean wind speed. The dynamic part of the wind pressures would set up oscillations in a flexible structure, which may be defined as one having the fundamental time period of vibration more than 1.0 second. Oscillations will thus be caused in the along -wind direction. The along wind response of most structures originates almost entirely from the action of the incident turbulence of the longitudinal component of the wind velocity (superimposed on mean displacement due to the mean drag). Their analytical formulations, using spectral approach and spatial correlations to predict the along wind response of flexible structures has become widely accepted, so that the gust factor approach has found a place in a number of wind loading codes [Davenport(1967) , Vickery(1971) ]. This is only applicable to a regular shape building and for an irregular shaped building behavior under the wind may be evaluated from a prototype measurement in a wind tunnel. A simulated wind tunnel experiment on an appropriate model of the building yields results which give a deeper insight into the phenomenon and provides more precise information, overcomes the shortcomings of the analytical formulation.
However, the above mentioned methods are time consuming and involve detailed analysis of a large number of parameters. To minimize this effort, in the present work an attempt has been made to study the use of Genetic Programming (GP) to estimate the gust factor and base bending moment on tall buildings in along-wind direction for Long After Body (LAB) and Short After Body (SAB). The ability of Genetic programming to develop relationships between the input and output parameters makes it an attractive proposition for knowledge acquisition for problems where there is no acceptable theory or empirical generalization at present.
The mean response of the wind on tall buildings is influenced by various important parameters which include the geometry of the building as well as the design velocity of the wind. Therefore, these parameters have been used as the input parameters for obtaining the Gust Factor and the Base Moment which are used as output parameters to develop equations for along-wind direction for LAB and SAB using GP. However, the gust factor and base moment which have been used for developing the equations have been analytically obtained as per IS: 875 Part III by taking into consideration important factors such as turbulence effect, geometry of the building, velocity of wind, terrain conditions and the natural period of the building. Aggarwal et al. (2012) has predicted the wind pressure coefficients on gable roof buildings using Genetic Programming. However, the concept of Genetic Programming has been widely used in other areas of civil engineering. Gandomi et al. (2010) proposed the formulation of compressive strength of carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) confined concrete cylinders using linear genetic programming. Saridemir (2010) used Genetic Programming approach for predicting the compressive strength of concrete containing rice husk ash. Kermani et al. (2009) presented the use of genetic programming for predicting the equations for the ratio of maximum velocity to maximum acceleration (vmax/amax) of strong ground motions.
Genetic Programming
GP is a domain independent, problem-solving approach in which computer programs (which in general are the equations) are evolved to find solutions to problems. The solution technique is based on the Darwinian principle of 'survival of the fittest'. The Genetic Programming (GP) is similar to genetic algorithm (GA) but unlike the latter its solution is a computer program or an equation as against a set of numbers in the GA. (Gaur and Deo, 2008) .
Primitives of Genetic Programming
Every solution evolved by GP is assembled from two sets of primitive nodes; terminals and functions. The terminal set contains nodes that provide an input to the GP system. The terminal set contains the arguments for the function and can consist of variables or numerical constants. The function set contains nodes that process values already in the system which may be arithmetic operations such as +, -, mathematical operations such as log, exponential, sin, cos etc. Constants may also be used in GP by including them in the terminal set. The primitives of GP, the function and terminal nodes, are then assembled into a structure before they are executed.
Algorithm of Genetic Programming
The genetic programming paradigm breeds computer programs to solve problems by executing the following three steps:
An initial population of individual computer programs is randomly created composing of the available functions and terminals.
The initial population is now tested for its fitness. The best fitted individual program is then selected for participating in the genetic operations to be conducted to form a new population. Fitness may be measured in many different ways such as coefficient of determination (COD), root mean square error (RMS), Unit Error (deviation from dimensional error) and fitness per node (measurement of the simplicity of the expression of the individuals). The population can be tested for some or all the fitness parameters mentioned above. Various genetic operators are now applied on the best fitted individual program to form a new individual program(s) for the new population. There are three major evolutionary operators within a GP system:-Reproduction, Crossover and Mutation.
After the above mentioned operations are performed on the current population, the population of offspring (i.e., the new generation) replaces the old population (i.e., the old generation).Each individual in the new population of computer programs is then again measured for fitness, and the process is repeated over many generations. However, the genetic programming is a never ending process and therefore it is required to define some control parameters. Some of the control parameters that are required to be set are population size, maximum number of generations, probability of crossover and reproduction.
Data Generation
The data used for the development of equations using GP consists of the plan dimensions of the building, height of the building, aspect ratio of the building (A), design wind speed (v), natural building period (t), gust factor and the base moment For a tall slender building of height 'h', being exposed to mean wind speed V h at top. Then the mean wind pressure near the top of building is given by:
Where, a ρ =The air density is affected by altitude and depends on the temperature and pressure to be expected in the region during wind storms. Unless otherwise specified, the value of a shall be 1.208 kg/m3. C D = Drag or force co-efficient of structure, depending up on the shape and size (Aspect ratio) of building.
The mean wind velocity variation with height is assumed to follow a Power law, as given by equation:
Where, V z is the means wind velocity at height Z, V G is the mean velocity at the gradient height, α is power law coefficient
Here coefficient α depends up on the roughness of the upstream terrain to which the building is exposed. It follows from the nature of the wind that a structure exposed to wind will experience a steady wind load associated with the mean wind velocity and a fluctuating component associated with the gust and turbulence. An empirical expression obtained from measurements suggested by Davenport (1961a) has the non-dimensional form:
[ ] 
In which S u (f) is the power spectral density of wind fluctuations at natural frequency n o , V 10 is a reference wind velocity taken at 10m height, L is a length scale which is approx. 1200m, and 'k' is the Drag co-efficient of terrain defined in Davenport(1961a&b) Davenport showed that the average largest response during a period 'T' is given by: Where is the number of times the mean value is crossed per unit time. For a lightly damped system = n o , the natural frequency of the system. Davenport has suggested 600secs to 3600secs as the appropriate averaging period 'T', considering the spectral gap in the wind Some typical values of data obtained from above analysis have been presented in Appendix-A. Based on this data genetic programming has been applied to obtain Gust Factor and Base Moments.
Results
The equations obtained for Gust Factor and Base Bending Moment for LAB and SAB obtained by GP are presented in Table 1 
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Conclusions
The Genetic Programming estimates the Gust Factor and Base Moment for along wind direction for Long After Body (LAB) and Short After Body (SAB) on tall buildings successfully, thus reducing the laborious work involved in their estimation through analytical approach or through wind tunnel testing. 
APPENDIX-
